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Weed brushes 

(OKB) Weed brush 
The weed brush can be linked to the (mini)shovel, (mini)crane, 
tractors, spike, etc. as long as the minimum oil yield is 25 litres. 
• By using a movable function with the pivot in front of the vehicle, 

there is a large swivel range possible. Actually 70 degrees to the left 
and the right, which ensures that the weed brush can move far 
besides the vehicle. This gives a good view 
on the brush. 

• The weed brush is designed with an 
oscillating construction, which ensures that 
the brush follows the ground. Because of 
this, it is not necessary to correct the height 
by unevenness of +/- 15 cm. At the same 
time, this allows the angle of the brush to be patched, by lifting or 
dropping the frame, for a more or less aggressive working.  

• The diameter of the brush is 750 mm (Option 1000 mm). 
• The brush can be operated with two hydraulic functions. 
• Available with a brush of steel sheets or steel cable. 
• Weight 200 kg. 

 Types Description Price 
  OKBS Fixed version €  1.680,- 
  OKBM Mechanical swivel version €  2.100,- 
  OKBZ Hydraulic swivel version €  2.350,- 

The prices are without attachment parts, for these parts see pages 60-
64. For more information: 
https://www.kempmachines.com/park/weed-brushes  

Mechanical Hydraulical 

Fixed 

https://www.kempmachines.com/park/weed-brushes
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Options Weed brush 

Edge knife: The edge cutter ensures that the edges, for example from a
lawn, are cut tightly. The edging knife is equipped with an obstacle protection 
by means of a heavy spring. 
Rubber flap: The rubber flap ensures that the weeds do not fly far away.
The rubber flap can be adjusted in several positions. 
Tilting 15 degrees: The option allows the machine to tilt the brush 15 deg.

Options Description Price 
 OKBF Movable rubber flap €    300,- 
 OKBVA800 Extended arm (800mm instead of 

650mm) 
€      75,- 

 OKBVA1000 Extended arm (1000mm instead of 
650mm) 

€    100,- 

 OKBKS Edge knife € 1.850,- 
 OKBKM Mechanical adjustment tilting €    500,- 
 OKBKH Hydraulic adjustment tilting €    600,- 
 OKB1000 Brush diameter 1000 mm, 44 bundles 

steel cable (min. oil yield 30 litre). 
€    200,- 

 OKBNY1000 Brush diameter 1000 mm, 24 
replaceable nylon parts (min. oil yield 
30 litre). 

€    275,- 

Advice by intensive use: 
 DL Return flow connection €      75,- 
 OKBO Pressure relief valve €    125,- 

Options for operating the brush 
Options Description Price 

 OKBE Electric use of turning and swivelling the 
brush with 1 function €    600,- 

 OKBEE Electric use of turning, swivelling and 
tilting the brush €    850,- 

 OKB3XE Electric use of turning, swivelling, tilting 
the brush and the edge knife € 1.100,- 

 OKBJ Joystick with magnetic base and cable 
for operating €    250,- 

Edge knife Rubber flap Tilting 
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 Options Description Price 
  LBHKG 750mm with 76 bundles steel sheets €    200,- 
  LBSTK750 750mm with 36 bundles steel cable €    190,- 
  LBSTK1000 1000mm with 44 bundles steel cable €    275,- 
  LBNY750 750mm nylon €    150,- 
  LBNY1000 1000mm with 28 replaceable nylon 

parts 
 
€    350,- 

  LPNY1000 Replaceable nylon parts for  
LBNY1000 

 
€     5,50 

 
For ordering these brushes, see the link below: 
https://www.kempmachines.com/weed-brushes   

Steel cable Steel sheets 

Nylon Nylon parts 

https://www.kempmachines.com/weed-brushes
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